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The Committee on College Governance recently colled
for students to submit suggestions for o
new governmental structure.
As a matter of record, the Student reprints here
all those suggestions.
The Student also wishes to record the progress
of that committee . . .

Subscription $5.50 per yr.
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Education?

lazy-minded, incurious, tepid in emotion . . .
absorbed in vanities"
The last ten years have seen many changes on many
levels of society. Many of these changes have centered around
the new attitudes of youth. There are trends toward greater
humanitarian concern for the rest of the peoples of the world
and towards the feeling that the technological society should
be made subservient to human values. These are all positive,
admirable values to believe in.
But there is a negative attitude that is perhaps more pervasive.
Facing a culture whose value systems were no longer effective, the hippies disengaged themselves from that culture.
That reaction, called by Kenneth Keniston "alienation", by
Rollo May "schzoid", by Time magazine "apathy", signifies a
lack of ability, power, will, and love, to affect other people and
to affect the world. It is a reaction which has influenced many
of us.
That disengagement, in fact, finds one of its great expressions on the Bates campus. It wouldn't be so bad if we had
some kind of style about it, but no, that's certainly not the case.
In accord with the standard nose-picking jokes, style is another thing Bates definitely lacks. Two of the areas in which
apathy is most apparent (schzoid or alienated have too much
style to be applicable) are politics and the classroom attempt
at education.
Last year there seemed to be a glimmer of hope. The parietal hour issue mobilized the campus as much as anything
could be said to do so. But, once parietals were achieved, the
political activity and fairly wide-spread concern, and social activity became dominant
There seemed to be some left over energy and new faces
to cause some excitement first semester this year. The anti-war
movement came to Bates, in a way, for a while. But most
amazing of all, at an ad hoc meeting organized by students, a
fairly respectable number of students presented themselves in
the chapeL
That was the first semester rhetoric. One of the results
was that the Committee on Student Life was changed to the
Committee on College Governance. Now the time has come to
do some work. It is time to try to arrange the best possible
governing structure for Bates. It is time to create.something
new.
And where are all our concerned students? At a Committee meeting a couple of weeks ago, in addition to the Student
reporter and the regular members of the Committees, there
were present three other students (all members of the newspaper), one student's wife, and one professor. The Committee
issued a call for any member of the community to submit his
feelings in writing. I need not say what was the student response.
It appears that if an issue affects students directly (parietal hours) or if they can express their opinions simply and
without too much bother, then they may show up for a demonstration once a year or so.
But when it comes to sitting down and deciding the future course of the institution by working, few are interested.
There is one possibility that comes to mind. Perhaps the students are satisfied with the present structure, perhaps students

It always seems that the question of the validity
of certain departments requiring a thesis is never
brought up until second semester . . . until the time
when deadline pressures and the seeming impossibility
to ever completing such a task are ever present and
overwhelming.
A thesis should be an intellectually stimulating experience which expands and deepens the indivdual's
knowledge of his field, and should involve a certain
amount of orignality in its basic idea and creativity in
handling the topic. It should be satisfying and stimulating, the culmnation of, an ntegrated part of a liberal arts
education.
What has thesis become? What makes it so very
different from any other paper written for any other
course except its length? Is it a fair, reasonable measurement of a student's knowledge accumulated through
four years of study in his major field?
Does it allow a student to really involve himself in
independent study? After three years of writing and researching narrowly confined topics, a student is hardly
prepared to handle a truly independent study project
should he even be given the opportunity to do so, and
thesis is not that opportunity.
While we consider the meaning or lack of meaning
involved with thesis, perhaps we should also question
the meaning of the education we are receiving at
Bates.
Education will not be meaningful to the student unless he is a functioning part of the process — going to
class and taking notes, writing a thesis, deciding upon
a major should be just a part of that process, not its
sum total. Individual students must have a recognized
part in defining and directing the educational institution
as well as their own progress through it, as their contribution is a valid and necessary one.
Students have been called, and by this newspaper
also, apathetic and disinterested in both the academic
and political affairs of this college. That implies to an
extent a certain incapability of the individual student to
handle such responsibilities. The student has never been
allowed to exercise that responsiblity here, nor perhaps
should he, until he realizes his right to make decisions in
the area of academics.
Perhaps students are as satisfied with the quality
of their academic life as they have appeared to be with
the quality of their political life.
Are you satisfied with either?
P. F. C.

are satisfied with the sound of their own voices complaining,
perhaps students only think they want to revolutionize Bates
or affect change.
Perhaps students are also very satisfied with the education they are receiving at Bates. Education is the prime reason
for being here. But what does go on in the Bates classroom —
probably the least talked about thing in this institution of
higher (?) learning.
The professors? There are definitely boring professors.
But there are also many good ones. Many who are open to
suggestions and are truly interested in having students be excited about their education. There must be some other reason
for the morgue-like quality of many classes.
Certainly one cannot expect the dialogues of a Platonic
Academy, but the bored expressions, the lack of concern beyond the minimum completion of assignments can only give
rise to the question why are they here? To get an education?
One would never know it by their responsiveness. To get a
degree? Then the supposed new attitudes of youth seem worthless. What is the difference between punching your clock at 5
o'clock Friday and getting drunk or finishing Pascal at 3
o'clock Friday and blowing your mind?
Uninterested in the government of the college, bored by
their education, unresponsive to the world at Bates, how will
they, how can they ever be responsive to the world beyond?
There is no denying that Bates is not the ideal it could be.
There is no denying that there are boring courses and boring
professors. But the saddest part of life here is that there is no
denying that the vast majority of students are "lazy-minded,
incurious, tepid in emotion and absorbed in vanities." (T. S.
Eliot).
This Wednesday night the Committee on College Governance met to help decide the future of the institution. Two nonCommittee member students attended. This Wednesday night
there was a basketball game ....
In whose hands lies the future?
If Bates sucks, we have all helped make it so.
William A. Bourque
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Committee on College Governance

Issues discussion yields to committee structure numbers game
by John H. Zakian
Opening with a review of
the minutes of the last meeting, Chairman Trafton recognized Prof. Niehaus who quickly noted that he desired to
have an erroneous statement
alluded to him be corrected to
read that all aspects of dormitory life are not of equal academic concern.
This statement was an omen
of the rationale and sound
theme that he would profess
throughout the ensuing hours.
It generaly followed the line
that decisions made in regard
to student participation in the
various aspects of the college
community should be studied
and decided independently
and carefully.
After disposing of last meeting's minutes and a few other
pieces of unfinished business,
Chairman Trafton requested
Prof. Bechtel to present to the
committee his views as to what
underlying
value
systems
were involved in the basic differences of opinion in the
group.
Prof. Bechtel impressed the
point upon all members that
he had been requested, not
asked, to complete this task.
Prof. Cole was then asked
to submit a summary of ideas
and feelings of respondents to
a call for comment, that had
been presented to the faculty,
Ad Board, Men's & Women's
Councils and the students (in
the paper). Rich Goldstein
raised the question as to
whether or not the students
interests had been treated
fairly by not inviting them to
the meeting to present suggestions. The point followed
that no
new
suggestions
would likely have been raised if such an invitation had
been offered.
Student Response
Prof. Bechtel,
citing the
lack of student response to
this committee poll, questioned the sense of giving radical
authority to the students. He
pointed out that it appeared
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that they were not interested
in committee related affairs.
Noting that he was not denouncing having student presence and vote on committees,
he wondered what interest the
students had.
Rich Goldstein
responded
by asking the direct question
as to why the response was
so sparse. He then proceeded
to point up the fact that, presently, there is little student
government and hence, the
student has withdrawn from
college life related
to the
committee.
Rev. Hayes, a trustee, asked
whether the lack of response
was due to the fact that the
faculty wants to teach and
students to learn. He pressed
home the idea that maybe
the committee was creating a
"Frankenstein"
time consuming affair for faculty and
students.
The first heated issue raised was presented by Dewey
Martin, following a few more
strained minutes over the discussion of student apathy.
Martin declared that the committee had reached the "end
of dialogue" and that a vote
should be taken on the student being franchised to vote
with the faculty.
Call for Vote
Chairman Trafton asked for
a clarification
of Martin's
statement. He asked Martin
if he desired to create a concensus or discuss something
at length. Martin remained
firm and insisted he wanted
a final vote.
Prof. Bechtel expressed the
need to keep all avenues of
comumnication open, as committee conversation became
an abrupt and pointed dialogue.
Goldstein declared that a
motion was in
order
and
agreed with Dewey Martin in
putting the matter to a vote.
Dean Carignan then interjected that the group should
begin decisions on the committee level and work
up
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through the legislative process. He concluded by asking
the committee not to rule out
anything.
Ed Meyers then stated that
the committee must go into a
basic philosophy of education.
And HE asked that nothing,
no possibility be ruled out.
Martin responded by saying that a rule on student
vote one way or the other
would permit the committee
to get down to work. Prof.
Brown pointed out that he sided with Martin, but feared
that a vote now would not favor the student. Dr. Bechtel,
following in the same vein,
related that the virtues of student vote would have a better chance to be seen if approached gradually,
rather
than as a sudden vote. Rev.
Hayes joined the fray and declared he was all for clearing the decks and getting
down to business.
Faced with strong committee opposition, Goldstein and
Martin realized their position
at this point was fruitless,
and silently agreed with the
proposal to study the faculty committees and the roles
students should have on each
committee.
Committee Review
Chairman Trafton drafted
the proposition that student
participation on faculty committees be increased. Prof.
Niehaus, representing the opposition viewpoint, pointed
out that each committee was
independent in nature and
any committee structure alterations should be made on an
individually based investigation. He said there would be
some committees where Increased student participation
would be in order, but there
may be some groups where
less participation would appear relevant. A decision as
to student participation in
committees on his part could
not be honestly rendered, until each had been studied by
him.
With Dean Isaacson having
presented an examination of
the various faculty committees and proposals for the
general make up of the committees to the C. C. G., Dean
Healy began a description of
the role of each faculty group
and concluded each synopsis
with Dean Isaacson's proposal.
Before the group had moved
too far in studying the faculty committees, Rev. Hayes
brought issue as to how students would be chosen for
these committees. Citing the
Honors Study Policy Committee as an example, he raised
the question, if the students
were to choose among themselves for representatives on
this committee, might it not
turn out to be a popularity
contest. Rev. Hayes related
that this committee required
qualified individuals to ensure its proper function and

he declared he would not vote
on student participation in
committees until he
knew
how student representatives
would be selected.

ies Committee and noting that
its duties involved advising
students desiring to attend
medical schools and writing
recommendations for them to
colleges, the proposal of all
Student Ratios
faculty
membership
was
Chairman Trafton, recog- quickly accepted.
nizing the potential for deThe nomination Committee
bate in the issues brought up concerned with faculty apby Rev. Hayes, suggested that pointments was considered
they now make tentative pro- next. Ed Meyers suggested,
posals on the ratio of students that in light of the new subon committees and create a committee's activities in prosubcommittee to prepare pro- posing student
ratio
and
posals on the specific numeri- vote, a decision on this comcal ratio of students on com- mittee should be left open.
mittees and whether or not The proposal was accepted.
they should have a vote on
The committee swiftly passeach group. This was accepted
ed over the Academic Standby the committee.
ing Committee whose basic
The first committee studied roles are to decide questions
was the Advisory Committee of individual student academwhich serves a dual purpose ic standing and to propose
to advise the president of any such policy changes as changmatters concerned with the ing course drop dates. The
faculty and to make recom- agreement held the line of
mendations for tenure status faculty heavy with students
in the faculty.
not present for decisions inImmediately,
Professors volving individuals.
Stauffer and Brown pressed
EPC Debate
the point that the students
had their own Advisory Board
The group then came to
with a similar function as the
grips with the Educational
faculty's first
duty.
Prof.
Policy Committee which is the
Brown went on to raise the
fundamental curriculum poliproposal of incorporating the
cy proposal
committee
at
the two boards in a monthly
Bates. Student participation in
meeting with regard to the
this group brought a thoughtfirst function of the faculty
ful protest from Prof. Niehaus
group.
who deeply expressed reserChairman Trafton pressed vations on having students
home the need to retain the
involved here. The reason beautonomous character of the ing that it would directly aftwo groups to present two in- fect him, having students dedependent trains of thought. cide the fate of courses. He
The debate culminated in hav- raised a doubt as to the abiling a corollary tacked onto ity and background of stuDean Isaacson's proposal of dents to decide on the course
having the Advisory Commit- of studies provided at Bates.
tee remain all faculty. It called for the inducement of conRev. Hayes noted that a
ferences between the two ad- survey of Bates graduates,
visory groups. This was ac- taken by the trustees, found
cepted by the committee.
that their judgment
after
graduation was totally diffeTrustee Committee?
rent than as an undergraduThe next committee discus- ate.
sed was the Conference with
Goldstein then injected the
Trustees which provides a idea that students would promeans whereby a committee vide a needed different perof faculty can have a direct spective and that even stuaccess to a committee of trus- dents' dislike for a subject
tees. Goldstein quickly raised should be represented. The
a proposal to maintain a sep- proposal for a faculty heavy
arate
student
committee committee was passed.
which would parallel the faculty group. Dean Isaacson's
The Committee on Schedproposal for all faculty was ules and Exams whose notapassed with a footnote
to ble function is creating class
study the Goldstein proposal. schedules and the Admissions
Honors Study Policy Com- Committee who is charged
mittee was then scrutinized with proposing policy in reand described as charged to gard to admissions, were then
propose the level of depart- both decided as faculty heavy
mental honors and recom- committees.
mend
changes In honors
study, it also deals with the
honors status of individual
students. Dean Healy advised
that students sit on this committee except in regard to individual student status. The
proposal was passed that it
be a faculty heavy committee
with students not sitting as
Dean Healy proposed.
Moving to the Medical Stud-

These groups were followed
by the Graduate Study Committee which has as its primary concern the evaluation
of individual students in regard to graduate programs.
The proposal was agreed that
it would be faculty heavy
with students leaving when
decisions on individuals were
involved.
Con't on Pag* 4, CoL 3
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Dr. Ernest vanden Haag concludes

Harrad's Rimmer

lecture series on February 26
The series "Dissent in the
Modern World" will conclude
with famous professor and
lecturer, Dr. vanden Haag,
on February 26 at 8 p.m. in
the chapel.
Born in the Hague, Holland,
in 1914, Dr. vanden Haag was
educated at the Universities of
Naples and Florence (Italy),
and at the Sorbonne (Paris.)
He received an M.A. from the
State University of Iowa and
a Ph.D from New York University and taught philosophy,
Economics, Psychology and
Sociology at the College of the
City of New York, the Universities of Minnesota, Colorado
and Nevada and others.
He was a Guggenheim fellow in 1967 and is now professor of Social Philosophy at
New York University, as well
as lecturer in Psychology and
Sociology at the New School
for Social Research. He has
also lectured at Yale, Harvard
and Columbia Universities, the
University of California (Berkeley) and many others. Dr.
vanden Haag has read many
papers before the American
Sociological,
the American
Psychological, and the American Political Science Association.
He has testified as social
science expert in many Federal Courts and before the International Court of Justice in
the Hague.
Dr. vanden Haag has published three highly regarded
scholarly texts and about
forty papers in learned journals. He has also contributed

Speaks Feb. 27

chapters to numerous learned
volumes in the social sciences.
His fourth book "The Jewish
Mystique" has just been published.
A fellow of the Royal Economic Society and the American
Sociological Association, Dr.
vanden Haag has published
as well in Commentary, Commonweal, Modern Age, Encounter (London), Tempo Present© (Rome), Les Temps Moernes (Paris), Harper's, National Review, Partisan Review,
Esquire, Fortune and others.
The lecture "Dissenter and
the Community" will be followed by a reception in Skelton Lounge.

On Friday, February 27,
1970, the Campus Association
will sponsor a teach-in with
| Robert Rimmer.
Mr. Rimmer is the author of
the well-known best seller
THE HARRAD EXPERIMENT. Among his other titles
are THE HARRAD LETTERS,
PROPOSITION 31, and THE
REBELLION OF YALE MARRATT.
The teach-in will
be
a
"bring - your - own - blanket and - sit - on - the - floor"
type of affair in the Filene
Room. Starting at eight P.M.,
it will last to no later than
12.

Make news
The Student always laces
an incredible handicap —
Staff or lack of it. It is difficut to publish either a quality newspaper or several pages
of illiterate, inaccurate writing (take your pick) without
a staff. Throughout this year
the Student has been written
and edited by a small group
of hardworking, dedicated
people.
But we are in need of additional staff members, especially reporters, to insure that
campus news is covered and
uncovered.
We need enthusiasm and a
willingness to work hard.
Stop by the P.A. office Mondays between 4 and 5 or contact Paula Casey.

mountain

SPECIAL
2-for-l College Student Bate Mon. thru
FrL, two ski for the price of one by showing college I. D. cards, (not for one person. .. by twos only).
Kim Chaffee Student Ski Cards
Good during week-ends and Holiday
weeks, as well as week-days.
OTHER WEEKDAY SPECIALS:
Mon.-season pass from any area, $4. Wed.Ladies Day Thurs.-Mens Day. FrL Couples
Day. $7 ea. Includes 1/2 day ski lesson,
all-day T-bar ticket and luncheon special
of the day.

Sauauu Mountain
Greenville, Maine

Dr. .Ernest Vanden Hoag:
"Dissenter and the Community''

Committee plays numbers game
from page 3
At this point, Rev. Hayes
frankly admitted that the college had been remiss in giving
encouragement
and
knowledge to students in applying for scholarships for
graduate studies. The question, however, was debated
whether the Graduate Study
Committee was the correct
group to handle the problem.
It was not resolved.
Next considered was the
Committee on Study Abroad.
Their purpose is to pass on the
eligibility of students for Junior Year Abroad and to propose alterations in the J. Y. A.
program. The faculty heavy
proposal was again passed
with students excused for decisions on individuals. The
Scholarship Committee followed the same route, leaving
the floor open to the Extracurricular Activities Committee.
ECAS Stand-off
Extra - Curricular Activities
Committee oversees and approves the constitutions of student groups. Goldstein immediately brought to issue the
need for the existence of such
a committee. He reminded the
group about the proposed creation of a Student Affairs
Committee composed of students and wondered of what
use the Extra-Curricular Activities Committee would be.
Dean Carignan replied to
this question by explaining
that it was the task of the
faculty committee to decide
recognition of groups that
would use "college" facilities
and "its" name and ultimately seek a fraction of the
student activities fee which,
he noted, was gathered by the
"taxing power of Bates." The
Dean suggested a need to
have some faculty representa-

On the panel with Mr. Rimmer to discuss the ideas he
has set forth in his books will
be: Dean James Carignan,
Dean Judith Isaacson, Mr. Edward James, Dr. Thomas Mose,\ Mr. John Cole, Dr. William Sadler, Dr. George Fetter, Rev. Garvey MacLean,
and Dr. Lewis Turlish.

tion on the committee.
Goldstein then raised the
proposal that the group must
The Outing Club cabin on
be student heavy, citing that
Sabattus Mountain is now
student affairs should have a
student decision. With this locked. Responsible College
statement still being tossed members may obtain the key
around, several observations during regularly - scheduled
were raised in regard to the Equipment room hours. An expowers and role of the Extraplanation of policy and of
curricular Activities Commitrental
fees is available in the
tee. It was carefully noted
Equipment
Room.
that, though the faculty has
the final voice in any decision
on the fate of a group, it has,
in practice, rubber stamped
the committee's decisions. The cal jump in
promoting
a
question was also raised that, wholly new atmosphere for
if the student members were the Bates "community". The
in the minority side of a de- negative attitude, expressed
cision, could they verbally by some of the committee, no
present their position to the doubt seems indicative of a
whole faculty. It was pointed continued animostic view toout that a faculty member on wards a greatly increased stua committee could, but per- dent voice in the decision
process of the college.
haps a student could note.
The proposal was made that
However, to those attendthe committee be of an equal
number of faculty and stu- ing the meeting, the impresdents with a non-voting fa- sion was strong that there is a
culty chairman. An argument definite realization on the
ensued, dealing with whether i committee that there is a
or not the faculty chairman deep-seated need for change
should have a vote. Follow- i in the distribution of power
ing a tedious exchange of ba- in the governmental structure
at Bates. There was, also, a
sia philosophical
barrages,
Prof. Cole noted
that
the cautious nature prevelant in
meeting was finishing
its the general mood of the group,
third hour and that it would to ensure that the proposals
benefit all to not decide just leaving the committee would
yet on the fate of this com- have the assurance of permanence and stability.
mittee, but to wait 'til the
next meeting. The motion
Personally favoring having
was passed.
students voting on all policy
Optimistic Notes
committees, but leaving the ulOne final note, a tentative timate decision to the college,
subcommittee was establish- the activities of the group, in
ed to make proposals for the my eyes, were moving in the
specific makeup of commit- right direction. However, even
tees and student voting rights for those who desire far more
on each group.
radical change, the commitRegarding the session, the! tee's basic philosophy must be
committee was given the op- recognized for its favorable
portunity by Martin's student attitude
towards
student
vote proposal to take a radi- thrust in the community.
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Marathon to misery: Fonda focuses on futility of Depression years
("THEY SHOOT HORSES mentor, keeps the dancers
DON'T THEY?, ABC Pictures moving with a continuous
Corp., A
Palomar
Picture, steam of babble. Rocky is the
Winkler - Pollack Production, thread that keeps them all toCinerama Releasing
Corp., gether, the people on the sideScreenplay by James Poe and lines, who come to be lost in
Robert Thompson.
Starring someone else's misery, and
Jane Fonda, Michael Sarrazln, the dancers who have probabSusannah York, Gig Young, ly moved from the stands out
Red Buttons.)
on to the dance floor to give
life one more chance.
by Paul Ideker
(CPS) — On and on the muOne last chance to live, or
sic blairs across the dance as Rocky tells it, "You don't
floor and out through the door need to be number one as you
to be lost somewhere between amble down life's highway —
be
last."; that
the pier and the relentless but don't
waves that wash up on the means you lose ■— you're out.
shore. Inside, a scoreboard
One hundred and fortykeeps simultaneous track of three couples came to the mathe hours, days, weeks, and rathon for one last chance.
how many couples still re- But in the end, we know that
main in the World Champion- no one ever wins, even the
ship Marathon Dance Contest, prize is a shattered dream.
For the Sailor (Red Butwhich is the setting for Irwin
Walker's production of Horace tons), the dance is really a
McCoy's 1930's existentialist final test of his youth. He is
novel They Shoot Horse Don't old and obviously lost withThey?
out "someplace to belong to"
"Horses" is all about life, . . . like the fleet that has long
real life, in all of its harsh since left without him. He
realism, with all of its fantasy dances on and on . . . working
cut out. The energetic group of hard to prove his usefulness
dancers who line up to sign
up for the marathon dance
are hopeful of finding some
reason for continuing in the
misery that is existence durby Joel Thompson
ing The Great Depression. As
The tragedy MEDEA, writthey tack numbers on their ten by Euripides and adapted
backs and move to the cen- to modern drama by Robinter of the floor, they begin the son Jeffers, was performed in
relentless dance which winds the Little Theater by the Robits way through what re- inson Players February 12, 13,
mains of their lives — brings and 14. It was directed and
them together — and throws produced by Bill L. Beard. The
them apart. People come look- legend behind MEDEA is aning for hope, but find only the cient. However, the characters,
continuing dead sway of bod- ideas, and emotions were born
ies guided by the heartless anew through the convincing
god that is the clock. That is acting and technical ingenuiall that matters, the clock. Not ty of the Rob Players.
even the people who gather
Lauren Potter played the
on the sidelines to watch and part of Medea, the wife of Ja"pick favorites" and cheer are son, who has forsaken her to
important. They're just trying marry Creon's daughter. Truto forget their own lot.
ly, Miss Potter gave an amazGloria (Jane Fonda) is at ing portrayal of the sorceress
the center of this human mad- Medea, the woman who once
ness. The marathon dance is loved and now hates. As Miss
her last stop.
She's
been Potter as Medea fought paseverywhere else and always sionately against the injustice
comes up with a zero. She of her situation, her voice and
would rather be a cow, ". . . at actions engaged the hearts
least they get fed. . ',"'. It and minds of the audience in
doesn't take long for Gloria the emotions of a gripping
to realize that being a cow is tragedy. In her performance
really not so impossible — Miss Potter had control and
she's in the marathon and it understanding of her part, for
will feed her, and shelter her she adapted well to the sevas long as she can keep danc- eral different scenes in the
ing. But then what?
play.
Her partner In the dance,
At the start of the play,
Robert (Michael Sarrazln) has Medea's screams were heard
had it rough too. But he is bursting through
the shut
still an idealist. He can still doors of her house. These lines
appreciate the warmth of the reflected the contempt and
sun he hasn't seen in weeks grief that pervaded the rest
as it shines through the sky of the play. Yet, still Miss Potlight on to the dance floor. At ter did not let this air entirely
once his innocence is mocked rule her deliverance of the
by Gloria, and then sought. character Medea. With Creon,
Through it all,
Robert
is she played the part of an enGloria's only friend, and vice treating woman. With Jason
versa . . . For whatever that she gave forth a mixture of inis worth in this life.
dignant loathing, rage, and
Hope, real hope at least, melancholy. With her children
is not part of life as Gloria she showed love and some
and Robert move through compassion mixed with hate
weeks of "continuous motion". for the Jason in them. In the
From the bandstand, Rocky challenge to blend all these
(Gig Young) the marathon aspects of character into a

to a world that won't slow
down for him. But
it all
catches up to him, no hope
left, not
even
misery . . .
nothing.

Gloria who must be convinced
that there really is no hope.
She has tried everything else
and now it is the dance. She
keeps pressing people with
her hard manner seeking to
find something more substantial than a few bucks, new
shoes and a sweatshirt from
her sponsor; she wants something that will last. It's finally Rocky
who
sets her
straight on how it really is;
"They want to see a little misery so that they can feel a little better; they deserve that
. . . It's all for the good of the
show, and that's what we're
all interested in isn't it . . .
the show?"

And there is Alice (Susannah York), the peroxide Harlow who can't seem to make
it into movies on her own. She
comes to the dance hoping to
be seen by some of the "Hollywood crowd". But Alice is
doomed from the beginning;
partly because she really has
no talent, and partly because
the "Hollywood Crowd" doesn't
come to the dance to look for
talent . . . only to forget. The
disappearance of her only other dress, "a pink satin", and
But the show doesn't interest
the chemicals for her hair
only spells it out for us in un- Gloria any more and neither
mistakeable
terms . . . she does living. And the dance
will have to die a little like continues.
all the others before the dance
At a time in the motion picis over.
ture business when hand held
It's all a jumble of broken cameras and unknown actors
bodies and broken dreams are making all of the money
tied to the hope for a little with "avant garde" scripts,
money and maybe a little Horses comes along to prove
fame. Through it all,
it is that there is still some hope

for the establishment film
makers. From beginning to
end, the picture is brilliant.
No acting job out rates any
other. Each is excellent in its
portrayal of the times, and
more deeply, in its handling
of the theme.
Director Sydney
Pollack
fills the screen with carefully
planned action mixed with
emotion and agony. It is no
acident that marathon dancing loses its glamour as the
audience moves through the
picture developing a very
strong attachment with every
character and every situation.
We are sickened at points and
continuously distressed
by
what we see.
They Shoot Horses Don't
They? is as complete a story
as I have seen on the screen
in many years. It's all set before you to look at, experience,
and examine. The picture's
greatest strength is doubtlessly its closely integrated story
and execution. Horses is a lesson I won't forget.

Lauren Potter recreates rage of Medea in Rob Players' drama
consistent and realistic portrayal of Medea, Miss Potter
was successful, as he unified
all these emotions with an
underlying sense of demonic,
seething contempt. Her success
was mirrored in the awe and
horror on the faces of the people in the audience.
The Players' Theme
Even if it must seem that
Lauren Potter's performance
overshadowed that of the other acters, it must be remembered that it is Medea's play,
since all that happens is a result of Medea's actions. Nonetheless, without the contrast
of the enraged
feeling
of
Medea against the more reasonable quietude of the other
characters, her part would not
have stood out as it should to
bring out the play's message.
Medea's nurse, an old woman, was acted by Nadine
Potter. It was the nurse who
set the mood of horror and
doom as the play began. Playing the women of Corinth,
Roberta Kriger, Michelle Lettiere, and Meg Kluge reflected
Corinth's reaction to Medea's
mood and reign of terror by
using clever dance moves
which embodied the sense and
emotions behind their lines.
Al Gould captured the wintery
arrogance of Creon toward
Medea in his role. Aegeus,
who represents middle aged

aristocratic reason, was played by Edward Romine. As Jason, John Shea was the ultimate
victim
of Medea's
wrath. At the play's finish he
was reduced from an unfeeling aloof man to a sobbing,
enraged animal.
The other players were as
follows: John Pacheco as the
tutor, Barbara
Smith
and
Kathy Coleman as Medea's attendents, Frank Haskell as
Jason's slave, Aron Moger,
son of Prof, and Mrs. Thomas
Moser, as the elder child, and
David Beard, son of Prof, and
Mrs. Earl Beard as the younger child.
On one level MEDEA centers about the injustice caused by Jason's adultorous action. The play, in this sense,
describes how Medea more
than repays the evil done
against her through her terrible
acts
of retribution.
Therefore, the play is the story
of how love can turn to burning loathing and active hatred beyond the control of reason. On another level the
play through
Medea
des-

cribes graphically how justice once existed in Greece.
These times saw evil repaid
by new evil. Euripides here
tells what can and does happen when rage and the desire for revenge oversway reason and result in new injustice. Thus, MEDEA'S message
is for all time. Euripides begs
man through the horror of his
Cont on Page 6, Col. 1
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Lauren Potter rages in Medea
from page 5
play to place reason over emotion when he punishes evil
acts so that the chain of injustice will be broken, and
one cruel act will not lead to
another. Indeed we in the
twentieth century must heed
this lesson so that reason will
triumph over riot and assassination, so that man will not
destroy himself as Medea destroys the people around her.
Novel Techniques
The technical Department,
with its director Drew Kufta
and his assistant Paul Hills,
certainly added immensely to
the performance of the cast
and the theme of MEDEA.
One technique, the use of fragrant smoke.was effective as
a production method. Not only
did" it contribute to the occult
elements of the play but also
it increased in smell and
amount stealthily just as the
evil feeling built on stage. The

sound designed by Ed Romine
and operated by technician
George Frangedakis added to
this air of mystery. The
thought that twentieth century sound could add to an
old greek play sounds bizarre.
But, in fact, it did, as it accentuated and mirrored the
actions and mood of Medea
and the other players on
stage. The lighting effects of
Fred Haskell, Jim Parent,
George Frangedakis supplemented these effects as well.
Also the set, designed by Kufta, was artistically appealing
and accentuated the atmosphere of the play. Though the
set stayed the same throughout the play except for lighting effects, it remained interesting to the people in the
seats. All these clever effects
impressed on the audience
that MEDEA is a play for
them, that its message did not
die with the Greeks.

GOP group admits college chapters
— The Ripon Society, which
.terms itself progressive Republican, has announced it
will consider bids for chapter
status from college groups.
The decision to admit collegebased groups into the Society
was a reversal of a longstanding policy.
Although the group was
born on the Harvard campus
in 1962, it has relied on young
business and government employes to provide the nucleus
of its formal leadership. The
National Governing Board decided on its general invitation
to college campuses because,
according to National Director
Clair W. Rodgers, "We recognize that many socially - conscious collegians have found
other political organizations
lacking in actual political impact."

Ripon, although having
close ties to the Nixon administration, recently criticized Attorney General John
Mitchell for his administration of the Justice Department. In the January issue of
the Forum, its monthly magazine, Ripon urged Mr. Mitchell to resign his post if he
could not put the law before
politics as Attorney General.
Mitchell replied by calling
Riponers "a bunch of little juvenile delinquents."
The Ripon Society will not
employ a college recruiter nor
will it accept College Young
Republican groups that merely want to change
their
name. Interested
student
groups can contact the Society at 14a Eliot Street, in Cambridge.
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by Paul Idekex
WASHINGTON — (CPS) —
"Mr. Nixon ran in 1968 as the
President... he was just asking the people to confirm it
for him ... the election was
just a formality."
This was the consensus of
opinion expressed in a seminar by staff members of Robert - Lynn Associates Ltd., a
Washington public relations
firm which specializes in campaign management. Their
audience was a group of foreign diplomats who were the
guests of The American Council of Young Political Leaders,
the gathering organization for
super - Young Republicans
and Young Democrats. The
event was a day long seminar
entitled "The College of Politics" which is a short - course
in winning elections, prepared by Robert - Lynn.
If we assume that what the
profesisonals at Robert - Lynn
said about the Nixon campaign strategy is true, then
some of the maneuvers of the
Administration in its first
year in office are put into an
important new perspective.
Take for example, the "silent majority" speech delivered by the President just before the November Moratorium. No one was asked to produce evidence of such
a
group; the President told us it
was alive and well and living
in America. That, and a few
thousand telegrams,
was
enough to make the "silent
majority" real for many people who had no frame of reference and no information, and
hence no reason to doubt the
President's words.
It's possible that the renovation of the draft system
may have been the object of
this same "de facto strategy".
The Nixon Administration
simply stated that the process
was random. Millions watched
the little containers being
plucked out of the fishbowl.
Not even reports from scientists, who have recently stated that the order in which the
numbers were drawn indicates a high probability that
the process was not random,

is enough to change the
minds of so many who heard
their President and his agents
repeatedly call the system
random".
The most recent evidence of
the Administration's "de facto strategy" came this week
from Vice President Spiro Agnew. The Vice President was
responding to newsmen who
were questioning him about
some rather negative testimony at the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee hearing
on the Vietnam War.
Agnew remarked, "Some of
the
oposition
people
have dropped all their eggs in
one basket in attempting to
discredit the United States objectives in Vietnam. They
have found such a little bit of
public support that now
they're casting about aimlessly for some way to turn the
gun back on the administration . . . the people of this
country are behind the President on this." The people are
behind the President, and
there seems no reason to discuss the matter further . . .
after all this is a "majorityrule" democracy.
If such a tactic could elect
a President, there is no rea-

son why it can't be used to
run a country. Apparently the
Administration has come to
the same conclusion since it
has taken the ultimate step in
"de facto strategy" by classifying the budget figure for
War expenditures in 1971. Although there has been no "official" explanation, some Administration sources are suggesting that the rationale is
that the figures would reveal
to the enemy the projected
rate of U. S. troop withdrawals from Vietnam.
This kind of thinking, however, does not take into consideration the fact that the
"enemy" will be the first to
know how Vietnamization is
going, since he is there and
the American public is here.
The same information specialists who were able to convince Americans in the fall of
1968 that the President had already been elected, are now
concentrating their efforts on
national and international
policy. There is no reason to
doubt their ultimate success:
As long as they can keep the
people "behind their President," they won't be able to
see where he is leading them.

Magazine reports jobs for social change
CANYON, Cal. — (CPS) —
More students are asking how
they can earn a living after
leaving school and still work
for the types of social change
they have become dedicated to
while in college.
An under - financed magazine here attempts to provide
regular reports of social
change job descriptions available throughout the country
to show people there are alternatives available.
Vocations for Social Change
is published every other
month and includes news and
feature stories as well as job

listings for peace - draft, education / research, media, poverty / health, and other work
categories.
The magazine is distributed
free and is meant to be passed around. For copies or further information on the magazine and its other vocational activities, write it at Canyon, California 94516.
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P. A. sees existence necessary
to select and impeach editors
by David Martin
Monday, February 16,
a
special meeting of the Publishing Association was held
to consider the proposal that
the P. A., since it served no
purpose, should disband. This
proposal was submitted by a
special subcommittee headed
by Mike Wiers.
When discussion was opened Dr. Nelson, Student advisor,
objected to this proposal for
two main reasons.
He
did not feel that the
selection of publication editors should be left completely to a general student
election and that it should
not be the duty of the advisor of a publication to be responsible for the impeachment of an editor.
A board, such
as
the
P. A., was necessary, he felt,
in order to provide a suitable
means to choose the editors
and an orderly procedure for
impeachment if this was ever
necesary. A third function of
the P. A. Board was discussed,
supervision of the budgetary
activities of the various publications.
Paula Casey agreed with Dr.
Nelson that the idea of a supervisory board was a practical necessity. But she added
that, in her opinion, editors,
business managers, and advisors, should serve on the
board only in an advisory capacity without a vote. Her
reasons were that an impartial board of students who
were not involved in running
a publication would not be
subject to the conflicts of interest that an editor would
have to face if forced to make
a decision about a successor
or a staff member.
John Shea, Scott Alexander,
and Dewey Martin spoke in

favor of allowing editors to
vote on the P. A. Board since
they would be the ones most
qualified to decide on whether or not a candidate would
meet the qualifications necessary to fill an editor's position.
Dr. Leaman
and
Paula
Casey answered this argument by pointing out that as
advisors to the board, editors
could still instruct the board
as to the duties and the qualifications necessary to perform the duties of an editorship.
It was further sugegsted'
that since the P. A. Board did
not have any real authority
over
budgetary
decisions,
these decisions being referred
to the Extracurricular Activities Committee for final approval, that this function of
the P. A. Board be eliminated.
Dr. Nelson pointed out that
the idea that the P. A. Board
does not accomplish anything
stems from the fact that its
constitution calls for monthly
meetings which are a waste
of time. This
feeling
could be eliminated by
h o 1 d i ng P. A. meetings only
when
necessary.
It was
generally agreed that the P. A.
did serve two important functions, selection of editors and
impeachment
proceedings,
and that for this reason,
the Board should continue to
exist.

Dr. Levy, Bates psychiatrist,
will talk with students
Wednesday, February 24, at
6:30 p.m. in the Filene
Room. His topic will be
birth control, and whether
the Bates infirmary should
distribute birth control information and devices.

letters to the editor
Dear Deans Carignan and
Isaacson,
In regard to your letter of
February 16 concerning parietal hour changes:
If in loco parentis died, it
could not be resurrected. Dead
is dead. We know in loco parentis exists though — perhaps in diminishing quantities, but nonetheless alive. If
it were dead, the faculty
would not impose hours or
rules of dormitory conduct by
their mandate alone as we
would govern this aspect of
our lives ourselves. I do not
believe there is need or want
of such external "control". I
personally resent the intimation that students cannot govern their own social and
dormitory lives. The lengthening of hours is a step in the
right direction, but must not
be merely an attempt to appease "responsible students"
who are willing to be held
accountable for their conduct
and life styles and who are
capable of establishing rules
for such conduct and living.
Please do not overpraise this
more "amenable atmosphere"
at the expense of ignoring the
question of who should govern what areas.
Sincerely,
Susan Emmet

Ad Board discusses possible revision
of structure as interim government
by Mitchell R. Grosky
The Student Advisory Board
met Thursday, February 12,
with Linda Munck presiding!
as chairman in lieu of Stan |
McKnight.
It was reported that Judy
Conkling was recently elected
to the Committee on College
Governance. In the poll concerning senior line cutting at
meals, the majority of students voted not to eliminate
this feature of Bates life.
Treasurer Rich Goldstein reported that the Board has
funds of $392.»7 and that approximately $1200 will be
added from second-semester
dues.
Goldstein stated that campus elections will be held
sometime after vacation.
Revision of the composition
of the Ad Board was brought
up. Goldstein stated that the
structure will probably exist
— for the present time — in a
somewhat modified form until the Committee on College
Governance "comes up with
something."
Goldstein noted that the Ad
Board is "too small to create
any real sense of student government today;" it must be
modified.
Ed Myers suggested that
the board expand by aban-

doning its present system of
electing representatives from
each class, and Instead institute a form of dorm representation. He noted that this
would be a larger and more
dispersed group.
Goldstein advised that the
board come up with something definite in regard to
the Ad Board so that "we
can present it to the students
as a form of interim government as soon as possible."
In regard to Student Governance, Goldstein said, "I
think no one would disagree
that the student government
structure must be changed."
He added that this is possible this year and that the
Governance Committee is considering a "student-weighted
senate" composed of ten students and nine faculty members who would have authority over all student affairs. He
advised the Board, "We should
be thinking in terms of student government so that we
can be prepared to discuss
this more intelligently next
week."

From what I have heard,
very few people on this campus realize how the theatre
operates and how much work
goes into each production. Our
shows do not spring full grown
from the forehead of Bill
Beard. All our rehearsals are
open; we invite you to watch
a show in progress. In the case
of MEDEA, ,we rehearsed five
nights a week; and, during
Winter Carnival, we rehearsed
all day on Friday and Saturday as well. What we presented to the public was a very
skillful final performance. Our
production was enhanced by
electronic musical effects, an
off-beat light plot and a stylization of set, costumes and
makeup. It is unfortunate that
so many students chose not to
attend this show. The beautifully controlled performance
of Lauren Potter in a monumental role, alone warranted
attendence.

completely underwritten the
drama program is a testimonial to the worth and success
of Robinson Players' productions. If you doubt the excellence of Bates' theatre, visit
other Maine colleges, watch
their performances and then
do some comparing. Each play
presented here reflects hours
upon hours of incredibly hard
work. For many of us, our
work in theatre is the most important thing we do here at
Bates.

At the end of the meeting a
subcommittee of Paula Casey,
Dr. Nelson, Mike Weirs was
appointed, chaired by Thorn
Bosanquet, to consolidate this To the editor:
It is unfortunate that the
opinion and translate it into
amendments to the P. A. Con- motives of Professor Beard and
the cast of MEDEA have been
stitution.
so misunderstood on campus.
The fact that the theatre was
unavailable for the showing
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j of the Winter Carnival film
A Boston
was not due to selfishness on
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On the issue of voting procedures, a voting machine for
campus elections was discussed. Possibilities include one
from the town for a day.

Sincerely,
Chuck Pacheco

All leters to the editor
should be placed in the
silver box outside the P. A.
Of ice (located in the rear
of Hathorn) no later than
Tuesday at 4 p.m. for the
issue published that Friday.
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Hoopsters lose to Bowdoin, W.P.I.;
rebound to defeat Clark, 104 -102
The Bates Hoopsters had a Thompson 11 and Steve Keltodisappointing week, losing a nic 9.
state series game 76-74 to
Friday night Bates played
Bowdoin, a 73-58 loss to WPI Clark in Worcester, Mass.
and a 104-102 win over Clark. Clark has New England's top
The Bates squad without star { rebounder and a good compliTim Colby played all three, ment 0f players. The Bates
games with Steve Keltonic team came from behind at
from the Freshman team.
halftime (when the score was
At Bowdoin, Bates played a 33-39) to tie the game 89-89
poor second half scoring only at the end of regulation play.
.28 points the whole second In overtime, a clutch foul
period. At halftime Bates was shot by Pete Hutchins put the
up 46-36. Even with the poor Bobcats up 2 points. Then
second half shooting, the Mike Attinson went to the
team still hit 41% of their line and scored both points
shots from the floor. One of a 1 and 1 combination.
weakness in the Bates offense With Bates up 4 pts., the
was that the Cats only hit Bates team let Clark score an
51f/o from the free throw line. uncontested layup, which ate
The game was close right un- up the clock. Bates won 104til the end, when Bates was 102 and for a change outredown 74-72 and Jeff Thomp- bounded their opponents. The
son was fouled. Thompson team was 50% from the floor
threw up two very greasy foul and 797c from the free throw
shots and both went in. Bow- line. Bertelsen was high man
dcin brought the ball down for Bates with 26 pts., followcourt and scored giving them ed closely by Geissler who
a two point lead. With time netted 24. Thompson had 17,
running out, Mike Attinson and Keltonic 16. Mike Attindrove to the basket and miss- son contributed another 12.
ed the shot (although he was I Although he did not score,
badly fouled the referee did ! Dave Cook played a good
not call it) and Bowdoin re- game while he was in, and,
covered the ball. Don Geis-. played good defense. The
sier played a very good game', game was exciting, and the
with a bad shoulder, scoring crowd was half Bates alum20 pts, 8 rebounds, and tal- ni, which cheered loudly for
lied 4 assists. Dan Doyle the Cats.
scored 18 pts., Bertelsen 12,
The next night Bates played WPI. Everything that the
team did well the night before went wrong for them
Sat. They were tired, and it
showed. At half they were
down, 29-33, but hitting 42%
of their shots the first half.

Trackmen surprise upset - minded Vermont squad;
new meet records set by Emerson, Ives, Ackroyd
Bates' on - the - up - and up track team surprised an
upset - minded U. of Vermont
squad last Saturday at Burlington. Meet records fell so
thick that they almost made
up for the snow we didn't get
for Carnival.
John "Gomer" Emerson continued his domination over
the mile. He knocked two seconds off Bob Thomas' meet
record of last year with a
4:24.1, with Al "Bird Legs"
Williams not far behind. Cocaptain Ed Hibbard tied the
50-yard wash record (and also
won the pole vault) in 5.5 seconds, just edging Chris Riser.
Steve Fillow and Joe Bradford, though placing second
and third
respectively
to
Vermont's Horn, were both under Kent Tynan's last year's
mark of 1:16.3. in the 600yard dash. Old Man Ackroyd,
running the 1,000 sensibly for
the first time this year, followed Elwert of UVM for more
than half the
race,
then
sprinted by to a meet record
2:15.4. Freshman Kirk Ives is
showing a lot of potential in
this event — his 2:20.5 was a
personal best and the fastest
ever by a Bates freshman.
The other meet record came
in the mile relay. Dave Williams (long jump winner), Al
Williams, and Emerson kept
Bates in the running as it
were, and then Hibby reminded all the old salts of two
years ago at Coast Guard, just
catching his man and holding
him off by a yard at the wire.
Old Man Tom Doyle provided the most excitement of all,
almost catching Neill Miner
in the two mile. Tom really
showed the efects of good conAt the close of the game, the
cagers were down 58-73, hitting only 37% of their floor
shots. Bertelsen again led
Bates scorers with 17 pts.
Doyle had 15, and Geissler 13.
The game was a hard loss for
the Cats who hoped to round
out their season .500.
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ditioning in smashing his best
career time by 5 seconds. Minor's winning 9:30.8 was excellent. Imagine the frustration
of Vermont's John Learned
who broke his own school record by fifteen seconds yet
only placed third! Tim Sheldon had seconds in the long
jump and high jump. This boy
jumped 6' 2", six inches higher than his own head. Another
good
looking freshman,
George Young, got second in
the hurdles. Young will be
great in the coming years if
he can ever get his feet unglued
from
the starting
blocks.
In weight, circles, Glenn
Wood continued to get out
there in the 35 # with a good
throw of 48' 7". Larry Wood
(no relation) had his best
shot put toss ever, well over
43 feet. Watch these behemoths in the years to come.

This week the intramural
all - star team was selected,
and the following players
were named: Charles Buck,
Pete Mezza, John King, Randy
ONeal, Roscoe Lee, John Millar, Pete Buchanan, Glenn
Thornton, Joe Willett, Don McIntye, Tom Koloziej, Bruce
Lutz, Bill Penders, Buck Rogers, and Tom Maher. Unfortunately, Mezza, Buchanan, and
Millar will be unable to play
due to sickness and injuries,
while O'Neal was banned
from the game for assaulting
a referee. I feel especially bad
for John Millar, in that this
would have been his first allstar game appearance in 3 yrs.
John happens to be one of the
more underrated players in
the league, and is also a fine
bridge partner.
The week's play saw Roger
Bill (minus Mezza) lose to the
tough Old Folks 52-46. Jim
Taylor dominated the game as
he notched 26 points and about
the same number of rebounds.
King of Roger Bill contributed
19, as the PBO five dropped
their first of the year.
On Wednesday, JB defeated
Middle as Sherwonit, Clark,
Hammerstrom garnered 13, 12,
and 12 respectively. JB's second

The Carriage House
■- Inc. -

•

by Derek Summer

half attack left nothing to
desire, and Middle's squad
showed great courage in trying to hang in, though the 5946 end result was pretty indicative of the balance of play.
Later, Adams South overpowered Hedge 54-48 despite
Buck's 24pts. The advantage
of balanced scoring were seen
once again as O'Neill topped
the winners with 16.
Perhaps the most exciting
game of the week occurred
Thursday when Roger Bill
edged Smith South 50-49. Both
Kolodziej and Mezza were absent, leaving 2 evenly matched
teams to fight it out without
their top men.
On Friday, JB met Smith
North. Shooms the Greek had
picked JB by 2, but none in
the gym really expected a 6137 outcome. Roscoe Lee with
16 led JB to its sixth win in 8
tries as the outcome was never in doubt. Joe Willett led
North with 15 counters
Monday saw the Home of
Champs in action again, as
they defeated Adams South
58-41. The perils of a 5-man
squad hit Adams as Peavey
fouled out near the close of
the first half. Even more interesting was the fact that the
two teams were playing a
Adams being a slight edge in
close game up to that point,
play.
My closing thought: wasn't
the penalty noted out to Randy
O'Neal for punching a referee
kind of light?

Largest assortment
in Central Maine

MAMA ROSA
T8S-SS22

PIZZA — SPAGHETTI — SALAD
TO TAKE OUT
Friday

The Vermont Winter Carnival crowd was apparently
more concerned
with
the
group "Ten Years After" than
with what their own track
team was doing ten minutes
before, for the chering at the
meet was predominantly for
Bates. This made us realize
all the more how lucky we
are to have so many loyal followers of Bates track—whereever we go. Tomorrow the
team travels to Bowdoin, and
we hope many of you will, too.
And of course the BIG day Is
March 14 — the State Meet at
Orono.

GatUtic GO4M&L

18 Lisbon St. Lewistom, Me.

43 WALNUT ST.

Bates standouts in the J.V.
met were Steve Mortimer, Joe
Grube, Dan Rice, Kevin Norige, Rousseau Taylor, and
Dave Peterson. The Vermont
frosh won that one by only
one point, 46-45, by winning
the relay.

1930S AJL - Midnight
1MIAJL • 1:00

of
Cards
Gifts
Barrings

LOUIS P. NOUN

Stationary
Contemporary Cards

1M Usbc* Street

